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Language Engineering

• Software Languages: specification, modeling, 
programming, DSLs, APIs, schemas, etc. 

• “Engineering”: principled tools, formalisms, and 
techniques to implement such languages. 

• My focus: Domain-specific Languages, aka “little 
languages”



Context-oriented 
Programming

Context-oriented Programming is concerned with 
programming language constructs to represent and 
manipulate behavioral variations.

Hirschfeld, et al. Context-Oriented Programming, JOT, Vol 7, No 3, 2008.

COP treats context explicitly, and provides 
mechanisms to dynamically adapt behavior in 
reaction to changes in context, even after system 
deployment at runtime.



Context-oriented  
Language Engineering (“COLE”)

COLE is concerned with meta programming 
language constructs to represent and manipulate 
linguistic variations.

COLE treats context explicitly, and provides 
mechanisms to dynamically adapt behavior in 
reaction to changes in context, even after language 
deployment at runtime.



Plan

• Broad view of language context: why context is 
important 

• Zooming in on techniques for modular composition 
of interpreters with context propagation.



There’s more to languages 
than syntax and semantics



What is language context?

• Problem domain (What) 

• Programmer: personalization, audience (Who) 

• Programming activity: team, versioning, testing, 
debugging, specification, documenting, etc. 
(When) 

• Device, server/client, battery/power, etc. (Where)



Linguistic variations

• Syntactic: structured, tiled, internationalized, etc. 

• Semantic: “modes”, optimization levels, etc. 

• Editor support: different views, user preferences, 
etc.



Examples of context 
orientation in languages



Context: application domain



Context: proficiency



Context: proficiency

Fig. 1. Tiled Grace editing a small program in the “turtle graphics” dialect.

wishes: they may change the source code, including adding
and removing whole lines or blocks, and then transition back
to the tiled view.

A. Implementation
Tiled Grace is built on top of Minigrace, a self-hosted com-

piler for the Grace language [5] that targets C and JavaScript.
Tiled Grace runs in a web browser without installation, and
can be accessed at http://ecs.vuw.ac.nz/∼mwh/minigrace/tiled/.
Tiled Grace run in recent versions of Firefox, Chrome, and
Internet Explorer2, but does not work in other browsers
(notably Safari and Opera) at the time of writing.

The Tiled Grace prototype interface is pictured in full in
Figure 1. The code area is the large box in the top left; next to
it is the toolbox of available tiles. Different sets of tiles can be
selected by hovering over the toolbox with the mouse pointer
and choosing a category. On the far right are the drawing
and textual output areas. Below the code area are the options
to run, switch views, and load or save. The user can select
their dialect from the drop-down list in the bottom left, and
switch views with the “Code View” button. The green indicator
square next to the “Code View” button shows if the program
can be compiled (green) or has errors (red). The user can
download their program as ordinary Grace source code that
can run on other implementations, and load source files back
into the system.

IV. FUNCTIONALITY

A. Handling Errors
The very duality of view Tiled Grace is built around creates

new opportunities for error. As well as the common errors
of textual editing, tiles permit other forms of error, and the

2Because of technical limitations, the overlays on hover described in
Section IV-B do not function in Internet Explorer, but some overlays are
available by right-clicking on a tile.

Fig. 3. Errors displayed in a modified version of the turtle graphics example.

interface between the two forms must prevent errors spreading
from one to the other.

While the tiled view prevents most syntax errors, the user
may still omit to fill in required components — for example,
not specifying a variable name, leaving the hole on one side of
an operator empty, or moving a reference to a variable outside
of its scope. In each case, the textual representation of the
program would be incorrect or misleading. To combat that,
the user can only switch views when the program is valid:
when there are unfilled holes or other errors when the user
attempts to change view, the error sites will be highlighted and
the view unchanged. A graphical indicator shows at all times
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Context: locale

AppleScript



Context: locale+audience



Context: execution phase

van der Storm, Immediate Mode with Immutable Data, ProWeb’17



Context: dev task



Context: privacy policy

http://projects.csail.mit.edu/jeeves/by @jeanqasaur

Policy agnostic programming with



table grades = #  A / B   / C    / D               / E           
               1:   | Lab | Exam | Avg             | Grade       
               2:   | 7   | 7    | = (B2 + B3) / 2 | = round(D2) 
               3:   | 3   | 7    | = (B3 + C3) / 2 | = round(D3) 
               4:   | 9   | 10   | = (B4 + C4) / 2 | = round(D4). 
  

view grades = #  A / B   / C    / D   / E     
              1:   | Lab | Exam | Avg | Grade 
              2:   | 7   | 7    | 5.  | 5.    
              3:   | 3   | 7    | 5.  | 5.    
              4:   | 9   | 10   | 9.5 | 10.. 

test grades E2 * 2 == B2 + C2 expected 14., got 10. 

repl for grades 
> A2 + B2. 
=> 7.0 
>B2 + B2. 
=> 7.0 
> 

Context: activity



Context: activity



Language Context
• Contextual variants of syntax, semantics, editor, 

IDE support, etc.  

• Outer influences inner: use, locale, task, policies, 
preference, etc. 

• How to engineer such languages? 

• What are the reusable “principled” techniques?



Let’s zoom in

• COP interpreters in Rascal 

• Customization through “extreme” modularity 

• Context propagation through interpreters using 
Object Algebras



Context-oriented 
programming an interpreter

• Simple functional language 

• Interpreter gets another activated-layers argument 

• Example case: “-Dassert” layer 

• Activation: top-level or through syntax

rascal-mpl.org

http://rascal-mpl.org


Rascal: a meta 
programming language

• Functional programming with curly braces 

• Runs on the JVM 

• Command line REPL + Eclipse-based IDE 

• Source: https://github.com/usethesource/rascal  

• Download: http://www.rascal-mpl.org

https://github.com/usethesource/rascal
http://www.rascal-mpl.org


AWK

SQL

Rascal

http://www.rascal-mpl.org

etc.

grep

ANTLR

http://usethesource.io/

http://www.rascal-mpl.org


Rascal as a language 
workbench

• Language workbench  
= “compiler compiler”  
+ IDE support



fun fac(n) =  
  assert n !>= 0; 
  if n !>= 1 then 
     n * fac(n - 1) 
  else 
    1 
  fi 
   
fac(10)



fun fac(n) =  
  assert n !>= 0; 
  if n !>= 1 then 
     n * fac(n - 1) 
  else 
    1 
  fi 
   
asserting { 
  fac(10) 
}



Live coding…



COP interpreter

• Context propagation through extra dispatch 
parameter 

• If the “layer” is enabled, evaluate assert 

• User can enable it “dynamically” through 
“asserting”



Language customization 
through composition

FunCon4J
Reusable programming language implementations

through FunCons implemented with Object Algebras

Jelle van Assema



Towards Lundia Languages



Object Algebras
• A design pattern for defining interpretations 

• Supports extreme modularity: 

• extension of language with new syntax 

• addition of another interpretation 

• In both directions: type safe, modular, separate 
compilation.

Oliveira, Cook, ECOOP’12



interface ExpAlg<E> { 
  E Add(E l, E r); 
  E Lit(int n); 
 }



interface IEval { 
  int eval(); 
 } 
  
 interface EvalExp extends ExpAlg<IEval> { 
  default IEval Add(IEval l, IEval r) { 
   return () #-> l.eval() + r.eval(); 
  } 
  default IEval Lit(int n) { 
   return () #-> n; 
  } 
 }



“1 + 2”

add(• , •) () => •()+•()

lit(1) lit(2) () => 1 () => 2



 interface PrintExp extends ExpAlg<String> { 
  default String Add(String l, String r) { 
   return l + " + " + r; 
  } 
  default String Lit(int n) { 
   return "" + n; 
  } 
 }



interface SubAlg<E> extends ExpAlg<E> { 
  E Sub(E l, E r); 
 } 
  
 interface EvalSub extends SubAlg<IEval> { 
  default IEval Sub(IEval l, IEval r) { 
   return () #-> l.eval() - r.eval(); 
  } 
 } 
  
 interface PrintSub extends SubAlg<String> { 
  default String Sub(String l, String r) { 
   return l + " - " + r; 
  } 
 }



Implicit context propagation
• Interpreters can be extended, but extensions may 

have incompatible signatures 

• Arithmetic expressions: () → Value (“IEval") 

• Binding constructs: Env → Value 

• Solution: generate another interpretation to lift the 
“smaller” one, and propagate the additional 
argument (e.g., Env).

Inostroza, vd Storm, COMLAN, Volume 48, June 2017, pp 39–67



interface IEvalEnv { 
  int eval(Env env); 
 } 
  
 interface EvalExpEnv extends ExpAlg<IEvalEnv> { 
  ExpAlg<IEval> base(); 
   
  default IEvalEnv Add(IEvalEnv l, IEvalEnv r) { 
   return env #-> base().Add(() #-> l.eval(env),  

                      () #-> r.eval(env)).eval(); 
  } 
  default IEvalEnv Lit(int n) { 
   return env #-> base().Lit(n).eval(); 
  } 
 }



127 variants of 
Featherweight Java

…

Extreme modularity

9 semantic components



Featherweight Java
Syntax Signature

Field access e.f CT => Obj

Object Creation new C(e,…) (CT, Sto) => Obj

Casting (C) e CT => Obj

Variables x (Obj, CT, Env, Sto) => Obj

Method Call e.m(e, …) (Obj, CT, Env) => Obj

Sequencing e ; e () => Obj

Field Assignment e.f = e (CT, Sto) => Obj



What this enables

• Language components without anticipation of 
context  

• Flexible customization/configuration of languages. 

• E.g. combine expressions that have side-effects 
with expressions without side-effects in the same 
language, depending on syntactic context.



interface AssertAlg<E> { 
   E Assert(E e); 
  } 
   
  interface IEvalCtx { 
   int eval(boolean asserting); 
  } 
   
  interface EvalAssert extends AssertAlg<IEvalCtx> { 
   @Override 
   default IEvalCtx Assert(IEvalCtx e) { 
    return a #-> { 
     if (a %&& e.eval(a) #== 0)  
      throw new AssertionError(); 
     return 0; 
    }; 
   } 
  }



  interface AssertingAlg<E> { 
   E Asserting(E e); 
  } 
   
  interface EvalAsserting extends AssertingAlg<IEvalCtx> { 
   @Override 
   default IEvalCtx Asserting(IEvalCtx e) { 
    return a #-> e.eval(true); 
   } 
  }



Related techniques

• Effect handlers (cf. Eff, Koka) 

• Scala Implicits (Martin’s CurryOn keynote)



Context propagation with 
Object Algebras 

• Extreme modularity => cherry picking language 
features 

• Context propagation for semantic variation 

• Future (?): dynamic selection of language features 

• Towards personalization of languages!



Context-oriented Language 
Engineering

• Context = important for software languages :) 

• Need to make languages “aware” of context 

• Many examples of context-dependence 

• Context propagation ~ COP 

• Only tip of the ice berg…



Lots of future directions

• Adaptive syntax 

• Dynamic loading of language extensions 

• IDEs learning programmer preferences 

• …


